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The analytical solutions of the mode I stress intensity factor for spot welds in lap-shear specimens are investigated based
on the classical Kirchhoﬀ plate theory for linear elastic materials. First, closed-form solutions for an inﬁnite plate contain-
ing a rigid inclusion under counter bending conditions are derived. The development of the closed-form solutions is then
used as a guide to develop approximate closed-form solutions for a ﬁnite square plate containing a rigid inclusion under
counter bending conditions. Based on the J integral, the closed-form solutions are used to develop the analytical solutions
of the mode I stress intensity factor for spot welds in lap-shear specimens of large and ﬁnite sizes. The analytical solutions
of the mode I stress intensity factor based on the solutions for inﬁnite and ﬁnite square plates with an inclusion are com-
pared with the results of the three-dimensional ﬁnite element computations of lap-shear specimens with various ratios of
the specimen half width to the nugget radius. The results indicate that the mode I stress intensity factor solution based on
the ﬁnite square plate model with an inclusion agrees well with the computational results for lap-shear specimens for the
ratio of the half specimen width to the nugget radius between 4 and 15. Finally, a set of the closed-form stress intensity
factor solutions for lap-shear specimens at the critical locations are proposed for future applications.
 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Resistance spot welding is widely used to join sheet metals in the automotive industry. The fatigue lives of
spot welds in various types of specimens have been investigated by many researchers, for example, see Zhang
(1999). Since a spot weld provides a natural crack or notch along the nugget circumference, fracture mechanics
has been adopted to investigate the fatigue lives of spot welds in various types of specimens based on the stress
intensity factors at the critical locations of spot welds (Pook, 1975, 1979; Radaj and Zhang, 1991a,b, 1992;
Swellam et al., 1994; Zhang, 1997, 1999, 2001). The stress intensity factors usually vary point by point along0020-7683/$ - see front matter  2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/j.ijsolstr.2006.05.031
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intensity factors for spot welds in lap-shear specimens, coach-peel specimens, circular plates, and other bend-
ing dominant plate and beam specimens. Sheppard (1993) used the structural stress approach to model the
fatigue behaviors of spot welds. Swellam et al. (1994) proposed a stress index Ki by modifying their stress
intensity factors to correlate their experimental results for various types of specimens. Zhang (1997, 2001)
obtained the stress intensity factors for spot welds in various types of specimens in order to correlate the exper-
imental results of spot welds in these specimens under cyclic loading conditions.
Based on fracture mechanics, the stress intensity factor solutions for spot welds in various types of speci-
mens can be derived based on the structural stresses near spot welds and the J integral formulation (Radaj,
1989; Radaj and Zhang, 1991a,b, 1992; Zhang, 1997, 2001). Based on elasticity theories, the structural stresses
near the spot welds under general loading conditions can be approximated by those near rigid inclusions in
plates (Zhang, 1997, 2001; Salvini et al., 2000). The closed-form solutions for plates containing rigid inclusions
under shear, central bending, counter bending, and opening loading conditions were obtained by Muskhelish-
vili (1953), Rießner (1929), Goland (1943), and Timoshenko and Woinowsky-Krieger (1950), respectively.
In order to obtain accurate stress intensity factors for spot welds in lap-shear specimens, three-dimensional
ﬁnite element analyses have been conducted by many researchers (Radaj et al., 1990; Zhang, 1999, 2001; Pan
and Sheppard, 2003; Wang et al., 2005a,b; Wang and Pan, 2005). Radaj et al. (1990) used a ﬁnite element
model where the plate element and brick element represent the sheet and weld nugget, respectively, in order
to obtain the stress intensity factors around the nugget circumference in various types of specimens. Zhang
(1999, 2001) considered a ﬁnite element model where the plate element represents the sheet and the central
beam element constrained by a spoke of rigid bars represents the nugget to validate his analytical stress inten-
sity factors for spot welds in various types of specimens. Pan and Sheppard (2003) conducted a three-dimen-
sional ﬁnite element analysis to investigate the critical local stress intensity factors for kinked cracks with a
nearly elliptical shape emanating from the main notch along the nugget circumference in lap-shear and mod-
iﬁed coach-peel specimens. Recently, Wang et al. (2005a) carried out axisymmetric and three-dimensional
ﬁnite element analyses to investigate the stress intensity factors for spot welds and associated kinked cracks
in cup specimens. Wang et al. (2005b) also conducted a three-dimensional ﬁnite element analysis to investigate
the geometric functions of the stress intensity factors for spot welds in lap-shear specimens. In addition, Wang
and Pan (2005) conducted a three-dimensional ﬁnite element analysis to investigate the critical local stress
intensity factors for kinked cracks with a nearly elliptical shape emanating from the main crack along the nug-
get circumference in lap-shear specimens. The computational results of Wang et al. (2005b) show that the geo-
metric functions signiﬁcantly depend on many geometric parameters of lap-shear specimens, such as the
specimen width, nugget diameter, sheet thickness, specimen length, and overlap length of the upper and lower
sheets. Wang et al. (2005b) also suggested a new analytical solution for the mode I stress intensity factor for
lap-shear specimens based on their computational results and the analytical solutions discussed in this paper.
Fig. 1(a) schematically shows a lap-shear specimen. The spot weld is idealized as a circular cylinder. The
lap-shear specimen has the thickness t, the specimen width 2b, the nugget diameter 2a, the overlap length
V, and the specimen length L. The critical locations with the maximum mode I and mode II stress intensity
factor solutions are marked as point A and point B (Pook, 1975; Swellam et al., 1994; Zhang, 1997, 2001). The
critical locations with the maximum mode III stress intensity factor solution are marked as point C and point
D (Zhang, 1997, 2001). The resultant shear force F is applied to the edges of the specimen and a set of doublers
are used to align the applied load to avoid the initial realignment of the specimen under lap-shear loading con-
ditions. Fig. 1(b) shows a half lap-shear specimen which is used as the basis for a ﬁnite element model to inves-
tigate the stress intensity factors of spot welds in lap-shear specimens (Wang et al., 2005b).
In this paper, the analytical solutions of the mode I stress intensity factor for spot welds in lap-shear spec-
imens are investigated. Based on the work of Radaj and Zhang (1991a), the resultant shear loads of lap-shear
specimens are decomposed into four types of loads: counter bending, central bending, shear, and tension.
Based on the classical Kirchhoﬀ plate theory for linear elastic materials, closed-form solutions for an inﬁnite
plate containing a rigid inclusion under counter bending conditions are ﬁrst derived. The development of the
closed-form solutions is used as a guide to develop approximate closed-form solutions for a ﬁnite square plate
containing a rigid inclusion under counter bending conditions. Based on the J integral, the closed-form solu-
tions are used to develop the analytical solutions of the mode I stress intensity factor for spot welds in lap-
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Fig. 1. (a) A schematic of a lap-shear specimen. The spot weld is idealized as a circular cylinder. (b) A schematic of a half lap-shear
specimen used as the basis for a ﬁnite element model to investigate the stress intensity factors of spot welds in lap-shear specimens in Wang
et al. (2005b).
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based on the solutions for inﬁnite and ﬁnite square plates with inclusions are compared with the results of the
three-dimensional ﬁnite element computations for lap-shear specimens in Wang et al. (2005b).
2. Analytical models based on the classical Kirchhoﬀ plate theory
2.1. Decomposition of shear load of lap-shear specimen
According to the work of Radaj and Zhang (1991a), the loads of various specimens containing spot welds
can be decomposed into several symmetric and anti-symmetric types of loads based on the superposition prin-
ciple of the linear elasticity theory. Fig. 2 schematically shows the decomposition of the shear load of a lap-
shear specimen. Based on the schematic of the lap-shear specimen shown in Fig. 1, schematics of the symmetry
cross sections near the spot welds under various types of loads are shown as model A–F in Fig. 2. In these
schematics, two strips of sheets with the thickness t represent the upper and lower sheets and the gray area
with a size of 2a represents the spot weld. Note that 2a represents the diameter of the spot weld. As shown
in Fig. 2, model A represents a spot weld under lap-shear loading conditions. The shear forces F represent
the resultant forces applied to the ends of the sheets along the interfacial surface of the nugget. Model B rep-
resents a spot weld under an equivalent loading condition of model A. As shown in the ﬁgure, the shear forces
F are shifted from the plane of the interfacial surface of the nugget to the middle surface of the upper and
lower sheets. Two additional bending moments Ft/2 are required for equilibrium. Finally, the forces and
moments of model B are decomposed into four types of simple loads: counter bending, central bending, shear,
and tension, marked as models C, D, E, and F, respectively. The bending moment in models C and D has a
magnitude of Ft/4, and the force in models E and F has a magnitude of F/2. The stress and strain distributions
near the nugget in models C, D, E, and F can be obtained based on elasticity theories when the upper and
lower sheets become inﬁnitely large (Muskhelishvili, 1953; Rießner, 1929; Goland, 1943).
The stress intensity factor KI, KII and KIII solutions for spot welds in various specimens show strong depen-
dence on the structural stresses near the spot weld (Radaj, 1989; Radaj and Zhang, 1991a,b, 1992; Zhang,
1997, 2001). For example, the KI solution at the critical locations for lap-shear specimens is a function of
the structural stresses near the spot weld under counter bending conditions (model C shown in Fig. 2). The
KII solution at the critical locations for lap-shear specimens is a function of the structural stresses near
the spot weld under central bending and shear conditions (models D and E shown in Fig. 2, respectively).
The KIII solution at the critical locations for lap-shear specimens is a function of the structural stresses near
the spot weld under shear conditions (model E shown in Fig. 2). Note that the structural stresses near the spot
weld under tension conditions (model F shown in Fig. 2) have no eﬀect on any stress intensity factor for
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Fig. 2. The decomposition process of the shear load of a lap-shear specimen. Model A represents a spot weld under lap-shear loading
conditions. Model B represents a spot weld under equivalent loading conditions of model A. The forces and moments of model B are
decomposed into four simple types of loads: counter bending, central bending, shear, and tension, marked as models C, D, E, and F,
respectively.
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tral bending conditions to obtain the structural stress solutions for the derivation of the KI solution. Conse-
quently, the analytical solutions given by Zhang (1997, 2001) do not always agree with the computational
results for the KI solution of Wang et al. (2005b). Therefore, in this investigation, model C with a rigid inclu-
sion based on the classical Kirchhoﬀ plate theory is considered to explicitly investigate the structural stresses
near spot welds under counter bending conditions and their implications to the KI solution.
2.2. Kirchhoﬀ plate theory
In this investigation, the classical Kirchhoﬀ plate theory is considered to derive the closed-form solutions
for plates with rigid inclusions. Fig. 3(a) shows a top view of a diﬀerential element of a plate in a polar coor-
dinate system. Fig. 3(b) shows a diﬀerential element of a plate with the radial bending moment Mr, the tan-
gential bending moment Mh, the twisting moments Mrh and Mhr, the radial transverse shear force Qr, the
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Fig. 3. (a) A top view of a diﬀerential element of a plate in a polar coordinate system, (b) a diﬀerential element of a plate with the radial
bending moment Mr, the tangential bending moment Mh, the twisting moments Mrh and M hr, the radial transverse shear force Qr, the
tangential transverse shear force Qh, and the distributed load p, (c) a top view of a diﬀerential element of a plate and the associated
moments and transverse shear.
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element of a plate and the associated moments and transverse shear forces. The symbols ‘‘cross’’ and
‘‘dot’’ indicate the direction in the positive z and negative z directions, respectively.
According to the Kirchhoﬀ plate theory (Timoshenko and Woinowsky-Krieger, 1950), the governing equa-
tion for a plate without a distributed load p on the plate surface can be written as a bi-harmonic equation of
the plate transverse deﬂection x. The governing equation in terms of the polar coordinates r and h isr4x  o
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¼ 0 ð1Þwhere $4 = ($2)2 represents the bi-harmonic operator. In the polar coordinate system, the moments and trans-
verse shear forces in terms of r and h areM r ¼ D o
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deﬁned asD ¼ Et
3
12ð1 m2Þ ð3Þwhere E is the Young’s module and t is the thickness of the plate. The corresponding normal and shear stresses
arerrr ¼ M rzI ð4aÞ
rhh ¼ MhzI ð4bÞ
srh ¼ M rhzI ð4cÞ
szr ¼ Qr
2I
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4
 z2
 
ð4dÞ
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4
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ð4eÞwhere I is the moment of inertia per unit length t3/12. The general solution of x in Eq. (1) isx ¼ R0 þ
X1
m¼1
Rm cosmhþ
X1
m¼1
R0m sinmh ð5Þwhere R0, Rm and R
0
m are functions of the radial distance r. Here, R0 and R1 areR0 ¼ A0 þ B0r2 þ C0 ln r þ D0r2 ln r ð6Þ
R1 ¼ A1r þ B1r3 þ C1r1 þ D1r ln r ð7Þwhere A0, B0, C0, D0, A1, B1, C1, and D1 are unknown coeﬃcients. The general form of the function Rm for
m > 1 isRm ¼ Amrm þ Bmrm þ Cmrmþ2 þ Dmrmþ2 ð8Þ
where Am, Bm, Cm and Dm are unknown coeﬃcients. Similar expressions can be written for the function R
0
m.
Substituting Eqs. (6)–(8) for the functions Rm and the corresponding equations for the functions R
0
m into Eq.
(5), we obtain the general solution of x. The unknown coeﬃcients Am, Bm, Cm, Dm, A
0
m, B
0
m, C
0
m, and D
0
m can be
determined to satisfy the boundary conditions for each particular case.
2.3. The inﬁnite plate model
As shown in Fig. 2, the geometry and loading conditions of model C are symmetric with respect to the
interfacial surface of the nugget. Therefore, only the upper half of model C is considered. We begin with
an inﬁnite plate model as shown in Fig. 4 where a rigid inclusion in an inﬁnite plate subjected to counter bend-r
y
x
2a
M 0M 0
Fig. 4. A rigid inclusion in an inﬁnite plate subjected to counter bending conditions.
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2a andM0 represents the uniformly distributed bending moment applied to the right and left edges of the inﬁ-
nite plate. Note that the unit of M0 is moment per unit length. As shown in the ﬁgure, a Cartesian coordinate
system and a polar coordinate system are both centered at the center of the rigid inclusion. Note that the rigid
inclusion represents the spot weld nugget and the inﬁnite plate represents the upper sheet of a large lap-shear
specimen. Here, the inclusion is assumed to be perfectly bonded to the plate at r = a and the stresses are
assumed to be bounded at inﬁnity. This rigid inclusion model can be considered as an approximation of a spot
weld in a large lap-shear specimen.
Since the solution for the inﬁnite plate model is given by Goland (1943) without any detailed derivation, a
complete solution procedure is given here to facilitate the development of approximate solutions for a ﬁnite
plate model that will be presented later for an approximate KI solution for lap-shear specimens. For the inﬁ-
nite plate model with a rigid inclusion, the transverse deﬂection x can be derived from the transverse deﬂec-
tions xni and xi of two inﬁnite plate models based on the superposition principle of the linear elasticity theory.
First, we consider the solution of xni for an inﬁnite plate model without an inclusion under counter bending
conditions. The boundary conditions along the edges of the plate for this model areðMxÞx!1 ¼ M0 ð9Þ
ðMyÞy!1 ¼ 0 ð10ÞFor model C shown in Fig. 2, the resultant bending moment applied at the edge of the sheet is Ft/4. Therefore,
the bending momentM0 per unit length is selected to be the bending moment for a large lap-shear specimen asM0 ¼ Ft
4ð2bÞ ð11Þwhere 2b is the specimen width. The transverse deﬂection xni of the inﬁnite plate model without an inclusion
can be easily obtained asxni ¼ M0ðx
2  my2Þ
2Dð1 m2Þ ¼
M0r2
4Dð1 m2Þ ½1 mþ ð1þ mÞ cos 2h ð12Þwhere x = rcosh and y = r sinh. The derivation of xni is quite straightforward and is not discussed in details
here. In order to derive the solution of x for the inﬁnite plate model with a rigid inclusion, the kinematic con-
ditions along the circumference of the inclusion should be considered. Based on the assumptions of the rigid
inclusion and the perfect bonding between the inclusion and the plate, the kinematic conditions along the cir-
cumference of the inclusion (r = a) are given asðxÞr¼a ¼ 0 ð13Þ
ox
or
 
r¼a
¼ 0 ð14ÞFor the inﬁnite plate model without an inclusion, the transverse deﬂection and slope at r = a can be obtained
by substituting Eq. (12) into Eqs. (13) and (14) asðxniÞr¼a ¼
M0a2
4Dð1 m2Þ ½1 mþ ð1þ mÞ cos 2h ð15Þ
oxni
or
 
r¼a
¼ M0a
2Dð1 m2Þ ½1 mþ ð1þ mÞ cos 2h ð16ÞAccording to the kinematic conditions in Eqs. (13) and (14) for x of the inﬁnite plate model with a rigid inclu-
sion, the deﬂection and slope along the circumference of the inclusion (r = a) should vanish. Therefore, we
need another inﬁnite plate model with the transverse deﬂection xi such that the combined deﬂection and slope
from xni and xi vanish at r = a and the combined moments and shear forces satisfy the boundary conditions
in Eqs. (9) and (10).
In order to determine the order m of xi (see Eq. (5)), both the displacement boundary conditions and the
assumptions mentioned earlier need to be considered. Since the deﬂection and slope in Eqs. (15) and (16) are
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involve cos2h with consideration of the stresses bounded at inﬁnity asxi ¼ M0
2Dð1 m2Þ A0 þ C0 ln r þ
B2 cos 2h
r2
þ D2 cos 2h
 
ð17ÞCombining Eqs. (12) and (17), the expression of the transverse deﬂection x isx ¼ xni þ xi ¼ M0
2Dð1 m2Þ
ð1 mÞr2
2
þ ð1þ mÞr
2 cos 2h
2
þ A0 þ C0 ln r þ B2 cos 2hr2 þ D2 cos 2h
 
ð18ÞSubstituting Eq. (18) into the kinematic conditions in Eqs. (13) and (14), the coeﬃcients of x are given asA0 ¼ a
2ð1þ mÞð1þ 2 ln aÞ
2
ð19aÞ
C0 ¼ a2ð1þ mÞ ð19bÞ
B2 ¼ a
4ð1þ mÞ
2
ð19cÞ
D2 ¼ a2ð1þ mÞ ð19dÞ
The expression of x in Eq. (18) becomesx ¼ M0fða
2  r2Þ2ð1þ mÞ cos 2h r2ð1þ mÞ a2 þ r2 þ 2a2 lnða=rÞ½ g
4Dr2ð1þ m2Þ ð20ÞThe corresponding moments and shear forces are derived asM r ¼ M0
2r4ð1þ m2Þ r
2ð1þ mÞ a2ð1þ mÞ þ r2ð1þ mÞ 
þ ð1þ mÞ 3a4ð1þ mÞ þ r4ð1þ mÞ  4a2r2m  cos 2h	 ð21aÞ
M rh ¼ M0
2r4
3a4 þ 2a2r2 þ r4
  sin 2h ð21bÞ
Mh ¼ M0
2r4ð1þ m2Þ r
2ð1þ mÞ a2ð1þ mÞ þ r2ð1þ mÞ 
 ð1þ mÞ 4a2r2 þ 3a4ð1þ mÞ þ r4ð1þ mÞ  cos 2h	 ð21cÞ
Qr ¼
4M0a2 cos 2h
r3ð1þ mÞ ð21dÞ
Qh ¼
4M0a2 sin 2h
r3ð1þ mÞ ð21eÞNote again that the units of the moments Mr, Mh, and Mrh are moment per unit length and the units of the
transverse shear forces Qr and Qh are force per unit length. The normalized moments eM r; eM h, and eM rh and the
normalized transverse shear forces eQr and eQh are deﬁned aseMi ¼ MiM0 ; i ¼ r; h; rh ð22ÞeQj ¼ QjaM0 ; j ¼ r; h ð23Þ
Note again that the closed-form solutions for an inﬁnite plate containing a rigid inclusion under counter bend-
ing conditions were presented in Goland (1943). However, for completeness of the paper, we present the solu-
tion procedure and some representative solutions in the graphic forms in the following in order to facilitate the
development of the ﬁnite plate model that will be presented later.
Fig. 5 shows the angular distributions of the normalized moments eM r; eM h, and eM rh along the circumference
of the inclusion at r = a. In this investigation, the Poisson ratio m is taken as 0.3. Fig. 5 shows the angular
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Fig. 5. Angular distributions of the normalized moments eM r; eM h, and eM rh along the circumference of the inclusion at r = a.
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moment eM r and the normalized tangential moment eM h along the circumference of the inclusion are symmetric
about the x and y axes (h = 0, 90, 180, and 270). Both eM r and eM h are positive in the plate for the right and
left parts of the inclusion (52.8 < h < 52.8 and 127.2 < h < 232.8) and are negative in the plate for the
lower and upper parts of the inclusion (52.8 < h < 127.2 and 232.8 < h < 307.2). The locations of the max-
imum eM r and eM h are both in the plate near the middle of the inclusion (h = 0 and 180), which correspond to
the critical locations of spot welds (points A and B as shown in Fig. 1). The maximum values of eM r and eM h
are 3.626 and 1.088, respectively. The locations of the minimum eM r and eM h are both in the plate on the two5 10 15 20 25
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1022 P.-C. Lin et al. / International Journal of Solids and Structures 44 (2007) 1013–1037side edges of the inclusion (h = 90 and 270). The minimum values of eM r and eM h are 2.088 and 0.626,
respectively. The normalized twisting moment eM rh is identically zero along the circumference of the inclusion
at r = a.
Fig. 6 shows the radial distributions of the normalized moments eM r, and eM h, and eM rh as functions of the
normalized radial distance r/a in the rightward direction of the inclusion (h = 0). For eM r, the location of the
maximum value is on the circumference of the inclusion. Then the moment sharply decreases and tends to be
1.0 at inﬁnity. For eM h, a peak exists near the inclusion and then gradually decreases and vanishes at inﬁnity.
This peak moment is located at r/a = 1.08. Note that the value of the peak moment is very close to that of eM h
at r = a and the location of the peak moment is also very close to the inclusion. For eM rh, the moment in the
rightward direction of the inclusion (h = 0) is identically zero regardless of the value of r/a due to symmetry.
Note that in the rightward direction of the inclusion (h = 0), eM r is eMx and eM h is eMy Therefore, eM r and eM h in
the rightward direction of the inclusion (h = 0) tend to 1.0 and 0 at inﬁnity, respectively, based on the bound-
ary conditions in Eqs. (9) and (10).
Fig. 7 shows the radial distributions of the normalized moments eM r, eM h, and eM rh as functions of r/a in the
direction of h = 45. For eM r, the location of the maximum value is on the circumference of the inclusion. Then
the moment gradually decreases and tends to be 0.5 at inﬁnity. For eM h, the location of the minimum value is
on the circumference of the inclusion. Then the moment gradually increases and tends to be 0.5 at inﬁnity. ForeM rh, the moment is zero on the circumference of the inclusion. Then the moment steeply drops to a minimum
point and then smoothly increases to 0.5 at inﬁnity. According to the transformation law, the loading con-
ditions in Eq. (9) at the lower right corner of the plate (h = 45) can be written as Mr = 0.5M0, Mh = 0.5M0,
and Mrh =  0.5M0, which agree with the values of the moments at large r/a’s as shown in Fig. 7.
Fig. 8 shows the radial distributions of the normalized moments eM r, eM h, and eM rh as functions of r/a in
the downward direction of the inclusion (h = 90). For eM r, the location of the minimum value is on the
circumference of the inclusion. Then the moment rapidly increases and tends to zero at inﬁnity. For eM h,
the location of the minimum value is on the circumference of the inclusion. Then the moment rapidly
increases and tends to be 1.0 at inﬁnity. For eM rh, the moment in the downward direction of the inclusion
(h = 90) is identically zero regardless of the value of r/a due to symmetry. Note that in the downward direc-
tion of the inclusion (h = 90), eM r is eMy and eM h is eMx. Therefore, eM r and eM h in the downward direction of
the inclusion (h = 90) tend to zero and 1.0 at inﬁnity, respectively, based on the boundary conditions in Eqs.
(9) and (10).
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Fig. 8. Radial distributions of the normalized moments eM r; eM h and eM rh as functions of the normalized radial distance r/a in the
downward direction of the inclusion (h = 90).
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The radial distributions of eM r, eM h, and eM rh shown in Figs. 6–8 suggest that the analytical solution for the
inﬁnite plate model may be used as an approximation for that of a ﬁnite plate containing an inclusion with a
plate size larger than 10 times of the inclusion radius a. The three-dimensional computational results of Wang
et al. (2005b) indicate that the stress intensity factors at the critical locations in lap-shear specimens depend
upon the ratios of the specimen length L, the half specimen width b, the overlap length V, and the sheet thick-
ness t to the nugget radius a. In order to analytically investigate the KI solution for lap-shear specimens of
ﬁnite size, we consider a rigid inclusion in a ﬁnite square plate subjected to counter bending conditions as
shown in Fig. 9. As shown in the ﬁgure, the shaded circle represents a rigid inclusion of diameter 2a and
M0 represents the uniformly distributed moment applied to the right and left edges of the plate. The unit
of M0 is moment per unit length. As shown in this ﬁgure, a Cartesian coordinate system and a polar coordi-
nate system are centered at the center of the inclusion. Note that the rigid inclusion represents the spot weld
nugget and the ﬁnite square plate represents the upper sheet of a lap-shear specimen. The plate width 2b can be
considered as the specimen width. Here, the inclusion is again assumed to be perfectly bonded to the plate at
r = a.r
y
x
M0M0
2a
AC
B
2b
D
E
2b
Fig. 9. A rigid inclusion in a ﬁnite square plate subjected to counter bending conditions.
1024 P.-C. Lin et al. / International Journal of Solids and Structures 44 (2007) 1013–1037The kinematic conditions along the circumference of the inclusion (r = a) areðxÞr¼a ¼ 0 ð24Þ
ox
or
 
r¼a
¼ 0 ð25ÞFor the ﬁnite plate model as shown in Fig. 9, the counter bending momentM0 should be uniformly applied to
the right and left edges of the plate and no other moments or shear forces should be applied to the edges of the
plate. The boundary conditions along the edges of the plate areðMxÞx¼b ¼ M0; ðMxyÞx¼b ¼ 0; ðQxÞx¼b ¼ 0 ð26Þ
ðMyÞy¼b ¼ 0; ðMyxÞy¼b ¼ 0; ðQyÞy¼b ¼ 0 ð27ÞHowever, it is very diﬃcult to apply all boundary conditions in Eqs. (26) and (27) to determine the coeﬃcients
of x with respect to the polar coordinate system. Therefore, we select a set of approximate boundary condi-
tions at points A, B, C, and D on the edges of the plate as shown in Fig. 9. Based on the boundary conditions
in Eqs. (26) and (27), the approximate boundary conditions at point A (r = b, h = 0) are selected to beðM rÞr¼b;h¼0 ¼ M0 ð28Þ
ðQrÞr¼b;h¼0 ¼ 0 ð29ÞThe approximate boundary conditions at point B (r = b, h = 90) are selected to beðM rÞr¼b;h¼90 ¼ 0 ð30Þ
ðQrÞr¼b;h¼90 ¼ 0 ð31ÞDue to the symmetry, the approximate boundary conditions at points C and D are not shown here. Note that
as shown in Figs. 6 and 8, Mrh in the rightward and downward directions of the inclusion (h = 0 and 90) is
identically zero regardless of the value of r/a due to symmetry. Therefore, we do not consider Mrh in our
approximate boundary conditions. With the consideration of the approximate boundary conditions, we take
a solution of x, which is similar to the solution for inﬁnite plate model, but with all the zero-order terms and
the second-order terms that involve cos2h from the general solution in Eq. (5) asx ¼ M0
2Dð1 m2Þ
ð1 mÞr2
2
þ ð1þ mÞr
2 cos 2h
2
þ ðA0 þ B0r2 þ C0 ln r þ D0r2 ln rÞ

þ ðA2r2 þ B2r2 þ C2r4 þ D2Þ cos 2h

ð32Þwhere A0, B0, C0, D0, A2, B2, C2, and D2 are eight unknown coeﬃcients. Substituting x in Eq. (32) into Eqs.
(24), (25), (28)–(31) gives the coeﬃcients asA0 ¼ a
2b2ð1þ m2Þð1þ 2 ln aÞ
2Y
ð33aÞ
B0 ¼ a
2ð1þ mÞ2
2Y
ð33bÞ
C0 ¼ a
2b2ð1þ m2Þ
Y
ð33cÞ
D0 ¼ 0 ð33dÞ
A2 ¼ a
2½4b6ð1þ mÞ2  a6ð1þ m2Þ  3a2b4ð1þ m2Þ
2X
ð33eÞ
B2 ¼ a
4b4ða4 þ 3b4Þð1þ m2Þ
6X
ð33fÞ
C2 ¼ a
2b4ð1þ m2Þ
3X
ð33gÞ
D2 ¼ a
2b8ð1þ m2Þ
X
ð33hÞ
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Y ¼ a2ð1þ mÞ  b2ð1þ mÞ ð34bÞThe expression of x in Eq. (32) becomesx ¼ M0
4DY ð1þ mÞ a
2ðb2 þ r2Þ þ r2Y þ a2mðb2  r2Þ þ 2a2b2ð1þ mÞ lnðr=aÞ 
þ M0 cos h
12DXr2ð1þ mÞ 3r
4X þ a8ðb4  3r4Þð1þ mÞ þ 3a4b4ðb4  3r4Þð1þ mÞ
þ 2a2b4r2 3b4ð1þ mÞ þ r4ð1þ mÞ þ 6b2r2ð1þ mÞ 	 ð35ÞThe corresponding moments and shear forces are derived asM r ¼ M0
2r4XY
r2X r2Y þ a2ðb2  r2Þð1þ mÞ þ Y r4X þ a8ðb4  r4Þð1þ mÞ
þ 3a4b4ðb4  r4Þð1þ mÞ  4a2b4r2ðb2  r2Þðr2 þ b2mÞ cos 2h	 ð36aÞ
M rh ¼
M0b
4ða2  r2Þ a6 þ r2ða4 þ b4Þ þ a2ð3b4 þ 2r4Þ ð1þ mÞ sin 2h
2r4X
ð36bÞ
Mh ¼ M0
2r4XY
r2X r2Y þ a2ðb2 þ r2Þð1þ mÞ þ Y r4X þ a8ðb4  r4Þð1þ mÞ
þ 3a4b4ðb4  r4Þð1þ mÞ þ 4a2b4r2ðb2 þ r2Þðb2 þ r2mÞ cos 2h	 ð36cÞ
Qr ¼
4M0a2b
4ðb4  r4Þ cos 2h
r3X
ð36dÞ
Qh ¼
4M0a2b
4ðb4 þ r4Þ sin 2h
r3X
ð36eÞ
The normalized moments eM r, eM h, and eM rh and the normalized transverse shear forces eQr and eQh are also
deﬁned as before aseMi ¼ MiM0 ; i ¼ r; h; rh ð37ÞeQj ¼ QjaM0 ; j ¼ r; h ð38Þ
In order to understand the applicability of the solution based on the approximate boundary conditions, we
make a comparison of the distributions of the moments and forces along the edges of the plate based on
the boundary conditions in Eqs. (26) and (27) with those based on the approximate boundary conditions in
Eqs. (28)–(31). Due to the symmetry, we take the distributions of the moments and forces along the lower right
edges of the plate (marked as AE and BE in Fig. 9) for comparison. Then, according to the transformation law,
the normalized bending moment eMx, the normalized twisting moment eMxy , and the normalized transverse
shear force eQx along edge AE are given aseMx ¼ eM r cos2 hþ eM h sin2 h 2 eM rh sin h cos h ð39ÞeMxy ¼ ð eM r  eM hÞ cos h sin hþ eM rhðcos2 h sin2 hÞ ð40ÞeQz ¼ eQr cos h eQh sin h ð41Þ
The normalized bending moment eMy , the normalized twisting moment eMyx, and the normalized transverse
shear force eQy along edge BE are given aseMy ¼ eM r sin2 hþ eM h cos2 hþ 2 eM rh sin h cos h ð42ÞeMyx ¼ ð eM r  eM hÞ cos h sin hþ eM rhðcos2 h sin2 hÞ ð43ÞeQy ¼ eQr sin hþ eQh cos h ð44Þ
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malized coordinate y/b based on the boundary conditions in Eqs. (26) and (27) with those based on the
approximate boundary conditions in Eqs. (28)–(31) for several values of b/a’s. As shown in Fig. 10, the nor-
malized coordinate y/b = 0 and 1.0 represent point A and point E, respectively. As shown in Fig. 10(a),eMx’s based on the approximate boundary conditions are all equal to 1.0 at point A and their maximum
deviations from the boundary conditions of eMx in Eq. (26) are all located at point E due to the assumed
approximate boundary conditions. As the ratio b/a increases, the maximum deviation of eMx rapidly de-
creases. For example, for the ratio b/a = 3.0, 5.0, and 10.0, the maximum deviations of eMx are 11.4%,
5.0%, and 1.4%, respectively. As shown in Fig. 10(b), eMxy ’s based on the approximate boundary conditions
are all equal to 0 at point A and their maximum deviations from the boundary conditions of eMxy are
located near the middle of AE due to the assumed approximate boundary conditions. As the ratio b/a
increases, the maximum deviation of eMxy rapidly decreases. For example, for the ratio b/a = 3.0, 5.0,
and 10.0, the maximum deviations of eMxy are 2.9%, 1.9%, and 0.6%, respectively. As shown in
Fig. 10(c), eQx’s based on the approximate boundary conditions are all equal to 0 at point A and their
maximum deviations from the boundary conditions of eQx are all located at point E due to the assumed
approximate boundary conditions. As the ratio b/a increases, the maximum deviation of eQx rapidly de-
creases. For example, for the ratio b/a = 3.0, 5.0, and 10.0, the maximum deviations of eQx are
10.1%,3.1%, and 0.5%, respectively.
Fig. 11 shows a comparison of the distributions of eMy , eMyx, and eQy along edge BE as functions of the nor-
malized coordinate x/b based on the boundary conditions in Eqs. (26) and (27) with those based on the
approximate boundary conditions in Eqs. (28)–(31) for several values of b/a’s. As shown in Fig. 11, the nor-
malized coordinate x/b = 0 and 1.0 represent point B and point E, respectively. As shown in Fig. 11(a), eMy ’s
based on the approximate boundary conditions are all equal to 0 at point B and their maximum deviations
from the boundary conditions of eMy in Eq. (27) are all located at point E due to the assumed approximate
boundary conditions. As the ratio b/a increases, the maximum deviation of eMy rapidly decreases. For exam-
ple, for the ratio b/a = 3.0, 5.0, and 10.0, the maximum deviations of eMy are 5.73%, 2.9%, and 0.88%, respec-
tively. As shown in Fig. 11(b), eMyx’s based on the approximate boundary conditions are all equal to 0 at point
B and their maximum deviations from the boundary conditions of eMyx are located near the middle of BE due
to the assumed approximate boundary conditions. As the ratio b/a increases, the maximum deviation of eMyx
decreases. For example, for the ratio b/a = 3.0, 5.0, and 10.0, the maximum deviations of eMyx are 6.1%, 3.14%,
and 0.95%, respectively. As shown in Fig. 11(c), eQy ’s based on the approximate boundary conditions are all
equal to 0 at point B and their maximum deviations from the boundary conditions of eQy are all located at
point E due to the assumed approximate boundary conditions. As the ratio b/a increases, the maximum devi-
ation of eQy rapidly decreases. For example, for the ratio b/a = 3.0, 5.0, and 10.0, the maximum deviations ofeQy are 14.3%, 4.39%, and 0.66%, respectively.
In summary, when the ratio b/aP 5.0, the distributions of the moments and forces based on the approx-
imate boundary conditions agree well with those based on the boundary conditions in Eqs. (26) and (27). The
maximum deviations of the moments and forces from those based on the boundary conditions are equal to or
less than 5.0%. Therefore, the closed-form solutions of the ﬁnite plate model based on the approximate bound-
ary conditions appear to be acceptable for the ratio b/aP 5.0.
Fig. 12 shows a comparison of the normalized moments eM r,Mh, and eM rh along the circumference of inclu-
sion (r = a) for the ratio b/a = 5.0 of the ﬁnite plate model with those of the inﬁnite plate model. As shown in
Fig. 12, the solutions of both models have similar trends. However, the maximum values of the solutions of
the inﬁnite plate model are larger than those of the ﬁnite plate model.
Fig. 13, shows the normalized moments eM r, eM h, and eM rh on the right edge of the inclusion (r = a and
h = 0) as functions of the normalized plate size b/a. As shown in Fig. 13, the value of eM r increases rapidly
when the ratio b/a increases from 0 to 5. Then eM r smoothly increases as the ratio b/a increases further. Finally,eM r tends to 3.626 as the ratio b/a approaches to inﬁnity. For eM h, as the ratio b/a increases, the moment falls
to a minimum point and then smoothly increases. Finally, eM h tends to 1.088 as the ratio b/a approaches to
inﬁnity. For eM rh, the moment is identically zero regardless the value of the ratio b/a. As the ratio b/a
approaches to inﬁnity, the values of the normalized moments eM r, eM h, and eM rh of the ﬁnite plate model match
well with those of the inﬁnite plate model.
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Fig. 10. A comparison of the distributions of (a) the normalized moment eMx, (b) the normalized moment eMxy , and (c) the normalized
shear force eQx along edge AE as functions of the normalized coordinate y/b for various values of b/a based on the boundary conditions in
Eqs. (26) and (27) with those based on the approximate boundary conditions in Eqs. (28)–(31).
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(r = a) for the ratio b/a = 5.0 of the ﬁnite plate model with those of the inﬁnite plate model.
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Once the moment distributions near spot welds are determined from the two plate models, the approach of
Radaj and Zhang (1991a) can then be adopted to derive an approximate solution for the stress intensity factor
of spot welds along the crack front. Fig. 14 shows a two-dimensional model of two inﬁnite strips with connec-
tion under plane strain conditions. The strips have the thickness t. The strips are under counter bending con-
ditions. A Cartesian coordinate system is placed at the crack tip in the ﬁgure. The two-dimensional x–y
tt
x
y
Fig. 14. A two-dimensional model of two inﬁnite strips with connection under plane strain conditions.
1030 P.-C. Lin et al. / International Journal of Solids and Structures 44 (2007) 1013–1037coordinate system shown in Fig. 14 should not be confused with the three-dimensional x–y–z coordinate sys-
tem shown in Fig. 3 for the plate models. The bending moment along the circumference of the rigid inclusion
from the two plate models are used to determine the structural or the bending stress rx distributions of the
strip model as schematically shown in Fig. 14. The strip model is merely used to derive an approximate solu-
tion of the stress intensity factor due to the bending moment at the crack tip (Pook, 1979; Radaj and Zhang,
1991a). The eﬀects of the transverse shear stresses are neglected (Pook, 1979; Radaj, 1989; Radaj and Zhang,
1991a). Here, the mode I stress intensity factor KI is determined from the structural stress distributions and the
J integral based on the strip model shown in Fig. 14.
3.1. The J integral
For linear elastic materials, the J integral (Rice, 1968) represents the energy release rate G. Under plane
strain conditions, the J integral is related to KI asy
xdx
dy
n
ds
Crack
(a)
(b)
A
B
DE
F
y
x
t
C
Fig. 15. (a) A crack with contour C surrounding the crack tip, (b) the left half of the strip model subjected to counter bending conditions.
The normal stress rx represents the structural stress which is the radial stress rrr derived from the moment Mr in Eqs. (57) and (60) using
Eq. (4a) (with z being changed to y) along the nugget circumference at r = a of the inﬁnite and ﬁnite plate models, respectively. The normal
stress rb represents the maximum value of the normal stress rx across the strips as expressed in Eq. (56). The outside boundary line
ABCDEF is considered as the contour C for the J integral formulation.
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2
E
K2I ð45ÞFig. 15(a) shows a crack and a Cartesian coordinate system centered at the crack tip. In reference to Fig. 15(a),
the J integral is deﬁned asJ ¼
Z
C
Wnx  T i ouiox
 
ds; i ¼ x; y ð46Þwhere C represents a contour counterclockwise from the lower crack face to the upper crack face, nx represents
the x component of the unit outward normal n, Ti (=rijnj) represents the components of the traction vector T
along C, ui represents the components of the displacement vector u, and ds represents the diﬀerential length of
the contour C. In Eq. (46), the strain energy density W is deﬁned asW ¼
Z eij
0
rij deij; i; j ¼ x; y ð47Þ
Rice (1968) showed that the J integral is a path-independent line integral. Fig. 15(b) shows the left half of the
strip model near the crack tip under counter bending conditions. As shown in Fig. 15(b), the normal stress rx
represents the structural stress due to the bending moment for the two inﬁnite strips. The structural stress is
obtained from the radial stress rrr due to the bending moment Mrr along the nugget circumference at r = a of
the inﬁnite and ﬁnite plate models. In the ﬁgure, the normal stress rb represents the maximum value of the
normal stress rx of the strips. The line ABCDEF is considered as the contour C for the J integral. The J integral
is written for the contour AB, BC, CD, DE, and EF asJ ¼
Z
AB
þ
Z
BC
þ
Z
CD
þ
Z
DE
þ
Z
EF
 
Wnx  T i ouiox
 
ds ð48Þwhere the integrals along line BC and line DE are zero because nx is zero and Ti are zeros. The integral along
line CD is also zero because line CD can be considered to be traction free due to the self-equilibrium condition
of the model. For the integrals along line AB and line EF , the contribution of the shear stress sxy under counter
bending conditions is taken to be zero as in Radaj and Zhang (1991a). Therefore, the J integral can be written
asJ ¼ 
Z
AB
W dy þ
Z
EF
W dy
 
ð49Þwhere the strain energy density W isW ¼ 1 m
2
2E
r2x ð50ÞBased on the classical Kirchhoﬀ plate theory, the normal stress rx along line AB can be deﬁned asrx ¼ rb 1þ 2yt
 
ð51Þ
where rb represents the maximum value of the normal stress rx. Similarly, the normal stress rx along line EF
can be deﬁned asrx ¼ rb 1 2yt
 
ð52ÞCombining Eqs. (49)–(52) gives the J integral for the strip model asJ ¼ ð1 m
2Þ
2E
Z t
0
rb 1þ 2yt
  2
dy þ
Z 0
t
rb 1 2yt
  2
dy
( )
¼ r
2
btð1 m2Þ
3E
ð53ÞCombining Eqs. (45) and (53) gives the KI solution for the strip model asKI ¼ rb
ﬃﬃ
t
pﬃﬃﬃ
3
p ð54Þ
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As discussed in Zhang (1997, 2001), the analytical KI solution for lap-shear specimens at the critical loca-
tions of spot welds (point A and point B as shown in Fig. 1) based on a central bending model was given asKI ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p
F
4pa
ﬃﬃ
t
p ð55ÞNote that the KI solution is a function of the shear force F, the inclusion radius a and the plate thickness t in
Zhang’s solution. The solution is independent of the half plate width b.
3.3. Solution of the inﬁnite plate model
According to the earlier discussions, the KI solution for spot welds can be derived by substituting the max-
imum bending stress rb into Eq. (54). Based on the classical Kirchhoﬀ plate theory in Eq. (4a), the maximum
bending stress rb is derived asrb ¼ 6M rt2 ð56ÞFor the inﬁnite plate model, the radial moment Mr along the nugget circumference r = a is given asM r ¼ M0½1 mþ 2ð1þ mÞ cos 2h
1 m2 ð57ÞCombining Eqs. (11), (54), (56), and (57) gives the KI solution as a function of h asKI ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p
F ½1 mþ 2ð1þ mÞ cos 2h
4bð1 m2Þ ﬃﬃtp ð58Þ
At the critical locations A and B (h = 0 and 180), Eq. (58) becomesKI ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p
F ð3þ mÞ
4bð1 m2Þ ﬃﬃtp ð59Þ
The KI solution of the inﬁnite plate model in Eq. (59) is diﬀerent from Zhang’s solution in Eq. (55). The solu-
tion is now scaled by the shear force F, the Poisson’s ratio m, the half plate width b, and the plate thickness t.
Note that the solution is independent of the nugget radius a. As suggested in Figs. 6 and 13, the solutions in
Eqs. (58) and (59) should be good approximations when the ratio of the half plate width b to the inclusion
radius a is larger than 10.3.4. Solution of the ﬁnite plate model
For the ﬁnite plate model, the derivation of the KI solution is similar to that for the inﬁnite plate model. The
radial moment Mr along the nugget circumference r = a is given asM r ¼ M0
2XY
X Y  a2ð1þ mÞ þ b2ð1þ mÞ  Y X þ a8ð1þ mÞ
þ 2a4b4ð1þ mÞ  4a2b6ð1þ mÞ þ b8ð3þ mÞ cos 2h	 ð60Þwhere X and Y are given in Eqs. (34a) and (34b), respectively. Combining Eqs. (11), (54), (56), and (60) gives
the KI solution as a function of h asKI ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p
F
8b
ﬃﬃ
t
p
XY
X Y  a2ð1þ mÞ þ b2ð1þ mÞ  Y X þ a8ð1þ mÞ
þ 2a4b4ð1þ mÞ  4a2b6ð1þ mÞ þ b8ð3þ mÞ cos 2h	 ð61Þ
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Fig. 1)
dimens
intensiKI ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p
F
8b
ﬃﬃ
t
p
XY
X Y  a2ð1þ mÞ þ b2ð1þ mÞ  Y X þ a8ð1þ mÞ
þ 2a4b4ð1þ mÞ  4a2b6ð1þ mÞ þ b8ð3þ mÞ	 ð62ÞThe KI solution at the critical locations A and B in Eq. (62) is quite diﬀerent from Zhang’s solutions in Eq.
(55). The KI solution of the ﬁnite plate model in Eq. (62) is a function of the shear force F, the plate thickness t,
the inclusion radius a, the half plate width b and the Poisson’s ratio m. As suggested in Figs. 10 and 11, the
solutions in Eqs. (61) and (62) should be good approximations when the ratio of the half plate width b to
the inclusion radius a is larger than 5.
4. Comparison and discussion
Here we attempt to make a comparison of the existing analytical and computational KI solutions with our
analytical solutions of the inﬁnite and ﬁnite plate models. Fig. 16 shows the values of the normalized stress
intensity factor eKI at the critical locations of spot welds (points A and B as shown in Fig. 1) as functions
of the ratio b/a based on the analytical solution of Zhang (1997, 2001), the computational results of the
three-dimensional ﬁnite element analysis of Wang et al. (2005b), and the analytical solutions of the inﬁnite
and ﬁnite plate models. The computational results of Wang et al. (2005b) were obtained for L/a = 24.16,
V/a = 14.72, t/a = 0.2 and m = 0.3. The large values of L/a and V/a are chosen to minimize the inﬂuences
of these two parameters on the stress intensity factors at the critical locations (Wang et al., 2005b). Here,
the KI solutions are normalized by the KI solution of Zhang (1997, 2001). The normalized eK I solutions from
the analytical solutions of Zhang (1997, 2001), the computational results of Wang et al. (2005b), and the ana-
lytical solutions of the inﬁnite and ﬁnite plate models are denoted as eK IZhang, eK IFEM, eK IInfinite, andeK IFinite, respectively.
As shown in Fig. 16, eK IZhang is identically 1.0 because of the normalization. Note that the solution of
Zhang (1997, 2001) in Eq. (55) does not include the geometric factor of the half plate width b. For theK
I
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. The values of the normalized stress intensity factor eK I at the critical locations of spot welds (point A and point B as shown in
as functions of the ratio b/a based on the analytical solution of Zhang (1997, 2001), the computational results of the three-
ional ﬁnite element analysis of Wang et al. (2005b), and the analytical solutions of the inﬁnite and ﬁnite plate models. The stress
ty factors KI are normalized by the stress intensity factor KI of Zhang (1997, 2001).
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and then decreases gradually. The general trends of the computational solutions and the analytical solutions
of the inﬁnite and ﬁnite plate models are quite similar as shown in Fig. 16. For 10 < b/a < 15, the analytical
solution eK IInfinite of the inﬁnite plate model agrees well with the computational solutions eK IFEM. There-
fore, the analytical solution of the inﬁnite plate model can be used to represent the solution for a large lap-
shear specimen.
For 4.0 < b/a < 15, the analytical solution eK IFinite of the ﬁnite plate model agrees well with the compu-
tational solutions eK IFEM. Therefore, the analytical solution of the ﬁnite plate model can be used to repre-
sent the solution for a lap-shear specimen with b/a between 4 and 15. Note that the diﬀerence of eK IFinite andeK IFEM becomes larger as b/a decreases from 4.0. A possible reason is that the closed-form solutions of the
ﬁnite plate model based on the approximated boundary conditions are only acceptable for the large values of
b/a as mentioned earlier. Note that the eK IZhang has an intersection with the computational solutionseK IFEM around b/a = 10.8. This indicates that the solution of Zhang can be used to represent the solution
for lap-shear specimens when b/a is close to 10.8.
Note that the analytical solutions eK IInfinite and eK IFinite are obtained from the inﬁnite plate model and
the ﬁnite plate model with a geometry of a square plate, respectively, whereas the computational solutionseK IFEM are obtained from ﬁnite element models of lap-shear specimens with various values of b/a and spe-
ciﬁc values of V/a and L/a. In order to investigate the eﬀects of the overlap length V and the specimen length L
on the KI solution, Wang et al. (2005b) conducted a three-dimensional ﬁnite element analysis for a nearly
square lap-shear specimen with b/a = 25.27, V/a = 44.16, and L/a = 47.36. The normalized stress intensity
factor for this case is also presented and is denoted as eK ISquare in Fig. 16. As shown in Fig. 16, the solutioneK ISquare agrees well with the analytical solutions eK IInfinite and eK IFinite for b/a = 25.27. Finally, as the
ratio b/a!1, the analytical solutions eK IInfinite and eK IFinite tend to zero. Note that the KI solutions of
the inﬁnite and ﬁnite plate models in Eqs. (58) and (60) are scaled by b. Therefore, the KI solutions tend to zero
when the plate width 2b tends to inﬁnity.
Wang et al. (2005b) conducted three-dimensional ﬁnite element computations for lap-shear specimens to
systematically examine the validity of various closed-form stress intensity factor solutions (Pook, 1975; Swel-
lam et al., 1994; Zhang, 1997, 2001). Wang et al. (2005b) recommended a set of stress intensity factor solutions
for lap-shear specimens asKI ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p
F
8b
ﬃﬃ
t
p
XY
X Y  a2ð1þ mÞ þ b2ð1þ mÞ  Y X þ a8ð1þ mÞ
þ 2a4b4ð1þ mÞ  4a2b6ð1þ mÞ þ b8ð3þ mÞ	 ð63Þ
KII ¼ F
pa
ﬃﬃ
t
p ð64Þ
KIII ¼ F
pa
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2t
p ð65ÞHere, the KI solution is based on the ﬁnite plate model and the KII and KIII solutions are based on the works of
Zhang (1997, 2001). As shown in Fig. 16, the KI solution should be good approximation for 4 6 b/a 6 15.
Note that automotive spot welded components may contain an array of spot welds under lap-shear loading
conditions. For estimation of fatigue lives of these spot welds, the KI, KII, and KIII solutions must be consid-
ered at the critical locations of the spot welds. When the spacing of the spot welds becomes small, the average
counter bending moment per unit length increases for each spot weld. Since the KI solution is scaled by the
average counter bending moment per unit length, the KI solution at the critical locations can increase when
the spacing decreases as suggested in Fig. 16. Therefore, the solutions in Eqs. (63)–(65) may be used as guides
for the stress intensity factors at the critical locations for the array of spot welds with F being the average shear
load for each spot weld and b being the half spacing between the spot welds. Further investigation and val-
idation are needed.
It should be noted that for spot welds under lap-shear loading conditions, the crack front at the critical
locations A and B in Fig. 1 is subjected to mixed modes I and II loading conditions. At the critical locations
A and B, the value of KII is larger than that of KI but the values of KI and KII are in the same order of mag-
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equal to
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p
=4ð 0:433Þ from the solutions of Zhang (1997, 2001) in Eqs. (55) and (64). As shown in Fig. 16,
the ratio KI/KII is smaller than 0.433 for the ratio b/a larger than 10. For the ratio b/a less than 10, the ratio
KI/KII is larger than 0.433. When the ratio b/a is less than 4, the ratio KI/KII is approximately equal to 1. At
the critical locations A and B, since KI is a function of b/a, KI/KII is a function of b/a. Therefore, the mode
mixture depends upon b/a at the critical locations A and B. Under cyclic loading conditions, kinked fatigue
cracks in general tend to grow in the directions of the maximum opening stress which depends upon the ratio
KI/KII(Pook, 1975; Newman and Dowling, 1998; Lin et al., 2006). However, as discussed in Lin et al. (2006),
the microstructures and the local stresses of spot weld from diﬀerent welding schedules can also inﬂuence the
directions of kinked fatigue cracks near spot welds in lap-shear specimens. In the fatigue crack growth model
of Lin et al. (2006), the magnitude of the global stress intensity factors KI and KII can aﬀect the local stress
intensity factors kI and kII of the kinked fatigue cracks (Wang and Pan, 2005) and therefore the fatigue crack
growth rate. After kinked fatigue cracks grow through the sheet thickness, cracks usually grows around the
nugget to result in a nugget pull-out or circumferential failure mode. The nugget pull-out or circumferential
failure mode is preferred in practice even under complex combined loading conditions (Lin et al., 2003).
Pook (1979) indicated that for a class of transversely loaded conﬁgurations consisting of two thin plates or
beams joined over part of their common plane under symmetric loading conditions, the energy release rate or
the stress intensity factor at a crack tip depends on the bending moment acting to the beam or plate in the
vicinity of the crack tip. For spot welds in lap-shear specimens, the conﬁguration is more complex and the
stress intensity factors vary along the crack fronts. In this paper, we follow the approach of Radaj (1989)
and Radaj and Zhang (1991a) by taking a two-dimensional strip model to derive the approximate solution
for the stress intensity factor in terms of the bending moment or the structural stress along the crack front.
The two-dimensional strip model and the contours of the J integral in Figs. 14 and 15 are used to derive
the relation of the stress intensity factor KI from the bending moment or the structural stress at the boundary
of the rigid inclusion. One should not link the geometry of the two-dimensional strip model directly to the
geometry of a three-dimensional spot weld model for calculation of the J integral and the stress intensity factors.
The elastic ﬁnite element computational results of Deng et al. (2000) showed that the stress distributions
across the sheet thickness along the crack front of the spot welds appear to be nearly linear with some con-
tributions of the singularity ﬁelds close to the crack front. The linear distributions of the stresses can be
thought to be related to the resultant bending moments and membrane forces of plate or shell theories. There-
fore, using the structural stresses of plate or shell theories to determine the stress intensity factors along the
crack front seems to be a reasonable approach. Wang et al. (2005a) conducted a three-dimensional ﬁnite ele-
ment analysis of circular plates with connection under opening loading conditions. The computational results
indicate that the stress intensity factor along the crack front can be correlated very well with the analytical
solutions based on the bending moment or the structural stress for thin plates with connection. In this case,
the circular plates with connection are subjected to axisymmetric loading conditions and the stress intensity
factor along the crack front is uniform. Wang et al. (2005b) also conducted another three-dimensional ﬁnite
element analysis of a nearly square large lap-shear specimen. The width of the nearly square lap-shear spec-
imen is very large compared to the spot weld diameter. For the large ratio b/a corresponding to the nearly
square lap-shear specimen, the exact analytical solution for the inﬁnite plate model matches the approximate
analytical solution for the ﬁnite plate model as shown in Fig. 16. The computational results indicated that the
stress intensity factor at the critical locations agrees very well with the analytical solution based on the bending
moment or the structural stress presented in this paper. For the nearly square lap-shear specimen, the stress
intensity factors along the crack front are non-uniform. The results of the three-dimensional ﬁnite element
analyses of Wang et al. (2005a,b) suggest that using the bending moments or the structural stresses to obtain
the stress intensity factors for spot welds in thin plates can be quite accurate. However, further validations for
spot welds in diﬀerent plate geometries and loading conditions are still needed.
5. Conclusion
The analytical solutions of the mode I stress intensity factor for spot welds in lap-shear specimens are inves-
tigated based on the classical Kirchhoﬀ plate theory for linear elastic materials. Based on the work of Radaj
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loads: counter bending, central bending, shear, and tension. Closed-form solutions for an inﬁnite plate con-
taining a rigid inclusion under counter bending conditions are ﬁrst derived. The results of the closed-form
solutions suggest that the moment solutions for the inﬁnite plate model can be used to represent those of a
ﬁnite plate model when the ratio of the half plate width b to the inclusion nugget a is larger than 10. The devel-
opment of the closed-form solutions for the inﬁnite plate model is then used as a guide to develop approximate
closed-form solutions for a ﬁnite square plate model containing a rigid inclusion under counter bending con-
ditions. A comparison of the approximate closed-form solutions with the counter bending boundary condi-
tions along the edges of the plate indicates that the approximate closed-form solutions can be used to
represent those of the ﬁnite plate model when the ratio of the half plate width b to the inclusion nugget a
is larger than 5. The solutions for the ﬁnite plate model are functions of the ratio b/a and tend to approach
to those of the inﬁnite plate model as the ratio b/a!1.
Once the moment solutions near the nugget are determined, a two-dimensional strip model under plane
strain conditions is considered based on the work of Radaj and Zhang (1991a). The moment solutions near
the nugget from the inﬁnite and ﬁnite plate models are used to determine the structural stresses for the strip
model. Based on the J integral, the structural stresses are then used to develop the analytical solutions of the
mode I stress intensity factor for spot welds in lap-shear specimens of large and ﬁnite sizes. The results indicate
that the analytical solution of the mode I stress intensity factor based on a ﬁnite square plate with an inclusion
is compared well with the results of the three-dimensional ﬁnite element computations for lap-shear specimens
in Wang et al. (2005b) for the ratio of b/a between 4 and 15. Finally, a set of closed-form stress intensity factor
solutions at the critical locations of spot welds is listed for typical lap-shear specimens for future applications.
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